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          [image: Erection of storage tank with internal columns using Bygging jacking system]
                  

       
            Hydraullic Tank Lifting  
            

            
            
         
            
            
         
       
       
          
	
          
          [image: 18 ton capacity tank jacks with lifting hooks,  welding of lifting cleats to the shell plate eliminated]
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          [image: Jacking-up of large diameter API-650 storage tanks, Elevación de tanques de almacenamiento API 650 de gran diámetro mediante gatos hidráulicos]
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          [image: Storage tank lifting and welding; hydrualic jacks for tank construction and tank repair]
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          [image: Automatic submerged arc girth welding machine for 2G welding on tanks; soudage automatique pour réservoirs]
                  

       
            Tank Welding 
            

            
            
        
            
            
         
       
       
          
	
          
          [image: Bygging SAW girth welding machine in use for tank welding at VTTI Vasiliko Tank Terminal in Cyprus, 2G weld bead produced by Bygging AGW ]
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          [image: Bygging automatic girth welding machine using submerged arc welding process (under powder welding) ]
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            Since the last 38 years, Bygging has been innovating and supplying ingenious products - tank jacking equipment or tank lifting equipment, submerged arc automatic girth welding machines and jacks for erecting grain storage silos. Bygging provides a spectrum of solutions based on the needs and requirements of storage tank construction companies worldwide with the sole purpose of making the process of constructing a storage tank safer, faster and cost effective for the tank builder.
 

           Bygging provides a spectrum of solutions based on the needs and requirements of storage tank construction companies worldwide including countries such as Qatar, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, UAE, Oman,Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Indonesia, Brazil, Denmark, Singapore, South Africa, Malaysia, Nigeria, Ghana, Finland & many more
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              [image: Hydraulic tank lifting jacking equipment]
              Jacks that don’t need welding to tank shell

              
            
            
                

                

                
                              
                 
              [image: Jacks for tank base repair rebottoming]
              Jacks for tank base repair / rebottoming
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              Time and manpower comparison study

              
            
             
                

                

                
                              
                
              [image: Submerged arc automatic girth welding AGW machines]
              Submerged arc automatic girth welding (AGW) machines

              
            
              
                

                
                
                  
                

                

                
                              
                  
              [image: Telescopic jacks for grain storage silos and for bolted tanks]
              Telescopic jacks for grain storage silos and for bolted tanks
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                   Safety First
                

                

                
                
                  
                     Most work is done at ground level reducing risks of accidents. This is the safest and most preferred method for storage tank construction,discarding the need for a tall boom crane.
                  

                

                

                
                
                     No Scaffolding required
                

                

                
                
                  
                    The jacking system dispenses with elaborate scaffolding requirements required to provide access for welding at heights, since now all welding is done at ground level.
                  

                

                

                
                
                    Welding at ground level
                

                

                
                
                  
                    Since welding is done at ground level and not at heights, better quality is ensured and risk of accidents is "LOW"
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                   Work at ground level increases productivity thereby reducing the number of manpower required.
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                  Welding inspectors can now conduct ultrasonic or other non-destructive tests on welds at ground level, facilitating ease of inspection and hence better quality control. Therefore, now there is no need to climb to precarious heights for welding inspection.
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                  New shell plates are to be erected ground level instead of being hauled up to about 30 heights or more saving precious construction time for alignment of plates.
                  

                

                
                
                  
                
                    Jacking used the world over
                

                
                 
                
                   Global Presence
                

                

                
                
                  
                   Bygging Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. has constructed 5750 tanks in 55 Countries including United States, Libya, Egypt, Nigeria, Mexico, Brazil, Indonesia, Australia, Singapore and more in 320 locations. 
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                            [image: Jacking-up of large diameter API-650 storage tanks, Elevación de tanques de almacenamiento API 650 de gran diámetro mediante gatos hidráulicos]
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                
                 
                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Hydraulic jacking system for tank erection, jacks that don’t need welding to tank shell]
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                            [image: Welding of circumferential joints of storage tanks using submerged arc automatic girth welding machine; tank jacking and automatic welding solutions for storage tanks]
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                
                 
                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Lift and weld system for tank construction, 18 ton capacity retractable jacks with lifting hooks, internal horizontal welding using automatic SAW machine]
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                
                   
                    
                    
                        
                            [image: jacking up of absorber tank weighing 300 tons for FGD system using Bygging hydraulic jacks]
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                            [image: Hydraulic jacking equipment with lifting hooks for tank erection eliminates the need to temporarily weld lifting cleats to the tank shell]
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                
                 
                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Automatic girth welding machine manufacturer and exporter in Mumbai, India; Welding speed upto 800 mm per minute]
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          Bygging has been innovating and supplying ingenious products - tank jacking equipment or tank lifting equipment, submerged arc automatic girth welding machines and jacks for erecting grain storage silos. 
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JACKS & AGW's


Available on rent from our warehouses in India & in Indonesia
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